Students who fail courses should contact the school counselor.
IMPORTANT DOCUMENT FROM MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TO THE PARENTS OR GUARDIAN OF:

EVALUATION CODES: Evaluation is based on evidence of the attainment of the instructional and performance objectives for the subject.

A  Outstanding level of performance
B  High level of performance
C  Acceptable level of performance
D  Minimal level of performance
E  Unacceptable level of performance
E2 Unacceptable level of performance resulting from an "LC" (loss of credit)
CR The student is maintaining a level of performance that is acceptable for credit purposes
NC The student is not maintaining a level of performance that is acceptable for credit purposes
I  Incomplete - The student has been given an extension of time
NG No grade assigned because student is not enrolled for course during the marking period or will not receive a grade for this marking period or semester because the student is ESDL level 1 and his/her English skills limit ability to demonstrate learning in this subject. Contact the teacher for more information.
M  Grade missing

WORK STUDY HABITS (WSH)
O  The student does the work that is assigned, is seldom late in completing work, and gives excellent attention to classroom tasks
S  The student usually does the work that is assigned, usually completes the work on time, and gives attention to classroom tasks
N  The student sometimes does the work that is assigned, seldom completes the work on time, and gives little attention to classroom tasks

OTHERS
G  Middle school gifted and talented course (will not provide high school honors credit)
H  Course is in the high school honors program
CM  Certificate of merit course
LC Loss of credit due to excessive unexcused absences - An * will appear in this column, if this is earned, during the grading period
WD Withdrawn with school approval in accordance with MCPS procedures - An * will appear in this column if this occurs during the grading period
ABS Absences
X  Student is exempt from final exam